TRUESTONE INGROUND LINER MEASURING FORM

DISTRIBUTOR INFORMATION
NAME/LOCATION:
CONTACT:
EMAIL:

DEALER INFORMATION
NAME:
CITY:
EMAIL:
S45 #:

CUSTOMER TAG NAME:

CHECK ONE
QUOTE ONLY
ORDER

SHIP TO ADDRESS

ORDER INFORMATION
QUOTE#: 
S#:
PO#:

EXTENDED WARRANTY PROGRAM
GOLD ($1,500 & 5 YRS WATER & LABOR)
SILVER ($1,000 & 4 YRS WATER & LABOR)

TRUESTONE CUSTOM PATTERN SELECTION:

CHOSE WALL PATTERN:
- Black Galaxy
- Caribbean Gray
- Gray Crystal
- Gunite Light Blue
- Midnight Quartz
- Royal Sapphire
- Sandstone Tan
- TrueStone Flagstone Tan
- TrueStone Pearlstone
- TrueStone Blue Slate
- TrueStone Flagstone Tan
- TrueStone Pearlstone
- Other

CHOSE FLOOR PATTERN:
- Black Galaxy
- Caribbean Gray
- Gray Crystal
- Gunite Light Blue
- Midnight Quartz
- Royal Sapphire
- Sandstone Tan
- TrueStone Flagstone Tan
- TrueStone Pearlstone
- TrueStone Blue Slate
- TrueStone Flagstone Tan
- TrueStone Pearlstone
- Other

CHOSE PATTERN FOR ADDER #1: (STEP, BENCH, SUNDECK, ETC)
- ALL ADDERS WILL BE THE SAME PATTERN
- ADDERS WILL USE MULTIPLE PATTERNS - PLEASE SPECIFY WHICH ADDER WILL GET THIS PATTERN:
- Black Galaxy
- Caribbean Gray
- Gray Crystal
- Gunite Light Blue
- Midnight Quartz
- Royal Sapphire
- Sandstone Tan
- TrueStone Flagstone Tan
- TrueStone Pearlstone
- TrueStone Blue Slate
- TrueStone Obsidian
- Other

CHOSE PATTERN FOR ADDER #2: (STEP, BENCH, SUNDECK, ETC)
- PLEASE SPECIFY WHICH ADDER WILL GET THIS PATTERN:
- Black Galaxy
- Caribbean Gray
- Gray Crystal
- Gunite Light Blue
- Midnight Quartz
- Royal Sapphire
- Sandstone Tan
- TrueStone Flagstone Tan
- TrueStone Pearlstone
- TrueStone Blue Slate
- TrueStone Obsidian
- Other

CHOSE PATTERN FOR ADDER #3: (STEP, BENCH, SUNDECK, ETC)
- ALL ADDERS WILL BE THE SAME PATTERN
- ADDER WILL BE THE SAME AS ADDER #2
- ADDER WILL BE THE SAME AS ADDER #3
- Black Galaxy
- Caribbean Gray
- Gray Crystal
- Gunite Light Blue
- Midnight Quartz
- Royal Sapphire
- Sandstone Tan
- TrueStone Flagstone Tan
- TrueStone Pearlstone
- TrueStone Blue Slate
- TrueStone Obsidian
- Other

COLORMAGIC™ POOL FIXTURES -- INSERT QUANTITY REQUIRED IN THE SELECTED COLOR(S):

ITEM DESCRIPTION
VINYL TOP MAIN DRAIN COVER
BEAUTY RING EYEBALL FITTING

PART #
VTDC
BR

PART
BEIGE (06-BGE)
LIGHT GRAY (03-GRY)
DARK GRAY (05-DKG)
LIGHT BLUE (09-BLU)
DARK BLUE (07-DKB)
WHITE (01-WHT)
CLEAR (CLR)

NOTE: TO MAKE A COMPLETE SKIMMER BEAUTY KIT BE SURE TO SELECT A SKIMMER FACEPLATE, DECORATIVE INSERT & SKIMMER WEIR FROM THE BELOW OPTIONS.

SMALL SP1084 SKIMMER FACEPLATE
SMALL SP1084 SKIMMER DECORATIVE INSERT
LARGE SP1085-1OM & LARGE SP1085-20M SKIMMER FACEPLATE
LARGE SP1085-1OM 12” SKIMMER DECORATIVE INSERT
LARGE SP1085-20M 9” SKIMMER DECORATIVE INSERT
SKIMMER WEIR (FITS SP1084, SP1085-1OM, SP1085-20M)